Despite the unfortunate aspects of
the book, the completenessof detail for
establishing salt water aquaria, the
informationon coral keeping, and the
illustrations would make it a worthwhile aquisition for junior or senior
high school libraries.
Dorothy D. Daughtrey

John BattleHigh School
Bristol,Va.
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Marie M. Jenkins.
1975. Holiday House (18 East 53rd
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hardback.
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For Young Readers
A

CLOSER LOOK AT DOGS, by Valerie
Pitt and David Cook. 1975. Franklin
Watts, Inc. (730 Fifth Ave., New
York 10019).30 p. $4.90.

The authorsseek to createan understanding of the dog by examiningthe
selectiveforcesthat have physicallyand
behaviorallymolded the wolf. A student studying wolves would find this
book helpful but may overlook it
because of the title. Illustrationsthat
accompanythe text are in color, excellently done and very well explained.
The result is a very good introduction
to understandingthe dog, even though
most of the book is aboutthe wolf. The
behavior of the pack is revealed by
following wolf pups through to adulthood. Also discussedare the characteristics of wolves that led to their eventual domesticationand changethrough
selectivebreeding.
The book was rated eighth grade
level by use of the Fry Readability
Formula. The publisher recommends
it for grades four and up. I found the
book to have broad appeal among
upperelementaryas well as high school
students and recommendit for school
libraries.
H. Dean Jernigan

ShawneeMissionSouthHigh School
ShawneeMission,Kans.

Audiovisuals
BIO-STEREO: BIOLOGY IN THREE DIMEN-

1975. Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study. (Distributed
by Hubbard Scientific Co., P.O.
Box 105, Northbrook, Ill. 60062.)
Boxed set of 44 stereo cards on
8 topics, 3 inquiry booklets, teacher's guide, and 4 pairs of stereo
glasses.Purchase$75.
SIONS.

From old-fashioned stereoscope
to modern "Viewmaster,"stereoscopy
has providedfun for severalgenerations
of Americans;but its use in education
has been limited.BSCSdevelopershave
combined stereoscopy with scanning
electron photomicrography, added
some good artwork-regular and 3-D,
and pedagogicallysolid text to come up
with a package that appears to have
the potential of being a real interest
and enthusiasmgeneratorin the biology
classroom.
The introductoryset of cards provides instructions on the use of the
stereo glasses, how to achieve nakedeye stereopsis (difficult), making
"homemade"stereo pictures(easy and
it works), and clear instructionsto students on use of all other program
elements.The cardsets with stereoscanning electronphotomicrographsfeature
protozoans, external anatomy of insects, basic vegetative anatomy, morphology of vascular plants, and some
miscellaneous items. Several stereopairs, such as those of ciliates, a single
stomata of a cucumberleaf, and the
highly magnified view of a fly's eye
are exceptionally good. Most of the
rest are good, and only a few would
have been better left out, such as one
of a block of redwood xylem which is
dark and poor in detail on radial and
tangentialfaces.
One cardset on interpretationof data
should be especially valuable to students. It discussestabularand graphical
data, convertingtabular data to graph
form, and constructionof cardboard,
three-dimensionalgraphs. The other
card sets cover human fetal development, basic embryology,and comparative embryologyof Amphioxus, frog,
and chicken. The latter two sets are
coordinatedwith the inquiry booklet,
Life's Beginnings.
Another booklet in the packagepresents a collection of molecularmodels
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Although,the title may lead a potential readerto expect a superficialwork
of very limited scope, this book is a
veritablegold mine of informationnot
only about marsupialsbut other topics
(geological processes, zoogeographic
dispersal mechanisms, continental
drift, and so on) as they bear upon the
characteristics,phylogeny,distribution,
and natural history of the pouched
mammals.
Jenkins,an establishedscientistin her
own right,has put togethera beautifully
writtenwork containinga great deal of
information in a small volume. Augmenting her text are numerous high
quality drawingsby Matthew,Kalmenoff, retired biological illustrator formerly with the American Museum of
Natural History. The author wisely
soughtthe technicaladviceand criticism
of respectedAustralianand American
mammalogists (and other biological
specialists),thus insuringthe accuracy
and up-to-datenessof her presentation.
Although its Library of Congress
classificationis "juvenileliterature,"I
feel the book would be a welcomeaddition to the bookshelf of any vertebrate
zoologist. It can be read easily and
profitablyby high school studentsand
deservesa placein secondaryschool and
collegelibraries.For the biologyteacher
(at any level) it is a useful and handy
teaching reference because it draws
important information from many
widelyscatteredsources.
The author sprinkles etymologies
liberally through the text to make for
highly interesting and informative
reading.The book is more than just a
collection of facts. Many investigators
(past and current)of marsupialbiology
are mentionedalong with their contributions, and there is a wealth of elegantly presented historical zoogeo-

graphy. The treatment of continental
drift deserves high praise. I found the
short anecdotal accounts (for example,
Cuvier's classroom presentation of
Europe's first marsupial fossil find, and
the British Museum's attempt to determine if the first known duckbill platypus specimen was a hoax) to be not only
novel but highly entertaining to read.
In essence, the book contains something for almost everyone interested in
marsupials or the Australian fauna. The
volume is sturdily bound, has a simple
but pleasing format, and is modestly
priced.
My only serious criticism is that the
index does not contain the scientific
names of the many species covered.
Because the book will be used as a reference by many, this omission will prove
vexing.
Crawford G. Jacksoni, Jr.
San Diego Natural History Museum
San Diego, Calif.

